In Kronecker products works, matrices are some times regarded as vectors and vectors are some times made in to matrices. To be precise about these reshaping we use the vector and diagonal extraction operators. In the present paper, the results are organized in the following ways. First, we formulate the coupled matrix linear least-squares problem and present the efficient solutions of this problem that arises in multistatic antenna array processing problem. Second, we extend the use of connection between the Hadamard (Kronecker) product and diagonal extraction (vector) operator in order to construct a computationally-efficient solution of non-homogeneous coupled matrix differential equations that useful in various applications. Finally, the analysis indicates that the Kronecker (Khatri-Rao) structure method can achieve good efficient while the Hadamard structure method achieve more efficient when the unknown matrices are diagonal.
Introduction
Linear matrix and matrix differential equations show up in various fields including engineering, mathematics, physics, statistics, control, optimization, economic, linear system and linear differential system problems. 
(where is the transpose of B) has been used to characterize structured covariance matrices [2] . Most of the existing results, however, are connected with particular systems of such matrix and matrix differential equations.
T B
Coupled matrix and matrix differential equations have also been widely used in stability theory of differential equations, control theory, communication systems, perturbation analysis of linear and non-linear matrix equations and other fields of pure and applied mathematics and also recently in the context of the analysis and numerical simulation of descriptor systems. For instance, the canonical system
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With the boundary conditions and has been used to the solution of optimal control problem with the performance index [3] . In addition, many interesting problems lead to coupled Riccati matrix differential equations Examples of such situation are singular [5] and hybrid system control [6] and nonzero sum differential games [7] . Depending on the problem considered, different coupling terms may appear. However, in all the above mentioned cases the systems are difficult to solve.
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Let us recall some concepts that will be used below. Given two matrices and 
Thus, the Khatri-Rao product of A and B is defined by [13, 14] :
consists of a subset of the columns of A B  . Notice that A B  is of order and
. This observation can be expressed in the following form [15] :
where the selection matrix is of order and
and k is an n column vector with a unity element in the k-th position and zeros elsewhere   
This product is much simpler th K
have the same the Had B product of A and B is defined by [8] [9] [10] [11] 16] :
an Kronecker and hatri-Rao products and it can be connected with isomorphic diagonal matrix representations that can have a certain interest in many fields of pure and applied mathematics, for example, Tauber [16] applied the Hadamard product to solving a partial differential equation coming from an air pollution problem. The Hadamard product is clearly commutative, associative, and distributive with respect to addition. It has been known that A B  is a (principal) submatrix of A B  if A and B are (square) of the same size. This can be found in Visick [12] and even in Zhang's book [17] . Liv-Ari [13, Theorem 3.1, pp. 128] gave the following new relations related to Kronecker, Khatri-Rao and Hadamard products:
The Kronecker product and vector th operator affirming eir capability of solving some matrix and matrix differential equations. Such equations can be readily converted into the standard linear equation form by using the well-known identity (e.g. [17, 18] ): [9, [18] [19] [20] ) w re used to establish our results.
3) 
In this paper, we presen ff pled matrix linear least-squa problem and extend the us upled Matrix Lin ar Least-Squares Problem n be wr notation as where ,
t the e res e [13] icient solution of coue of diagonal extraction (vector) operator in order to construct a computationally-efficient solution of nonhomogeneous coupled matrix linear differential equations.
Co
The multistatic antenna array processing problem ca itten in matrix 
which has the well-known 
As we have observed earlier, when the trix X is diagonal, solving for VecX is hig si unknown mahly inefficient, nce most of the elements of X vanish. Instead Liv-Ari [13] used the more compact vectorization identity to rewrite matrix LSP (21) in the vector form:
  
It turns out that this expr is invertible. ession can also be ing Hadamard g in a signifyimplemented us product, resultin cant reduction in computational cost, as implied the following result [13] : 
This expression which requires       The solution procedure presented here may be considered as a continuation of the method proposed to solve least-squares problem in (21).
Using the identity (13) we can transform (36) into the vector CLSP form [10] : Moreover, the columns of the
Using (32) and (11), we get the fun and diagonal extraction n by which has the following solution
and X trix. Now we will discuss the efficien least-squares solutions of coupled matrix linear equa-
where A, B is n n  diagonal ma t and more efficient tions:
One can easily show that
where
unknown m n mp , so tha trices and X . We also ass trices to th the cou- pled matr E (35) is etermined, which suggests using a least squares approach. We conwhere 1
Now the least-squares solutions (38) can be rewrite into the form:
This gives 
8) and (43) we mu
is invertible if and only on
and are invertible matrices.
As we observed, when the unknown matrices X and
are diagonal, solving for VecX and VecY are ent, since most of the elements of X and Y vanish. Instead we can use the more compact vectorizatio least-sq n identity (24) to rewrite the coupled matrix linear uares problem (37) in the reduced-order vector form:
Notice that
 
Vecd X ial (i.e., and consists of only the nontriv diagonal) elem a and Y. The explicit efficient solution of (44) is
where and In st ascertain that the matrix an are invertible matrices.
rns out that the expression (45) can also be implemented using Hadamard product by the same technique in the expression (30). Note that the least squares ard product is more efficient th re presented here may be considered as a continuation of the method proposed to solve the homogenous coupled matrix differential equations in [18] . We will use our knowledge of the solution of the of simplest homogeneous matrix differential equation:
order to be able to use 
Non-Homogeneous Matrix Differential Equations
The solution procedu 
Hence, by assumption, we conclude that the particular solution of equation (48) 
is given by gives 
sing the identity (34) we can transform (54) into the vector form:
Now, applying (49), then the unique solution of (56) is 
is diagonal.
X t AX t X t B X C
is given by 
Now we will discuss the general class of non-homogeneous coupled matrix differential equations which defined in (4): By using the no tion of (4), we have 
(59) can be written as Now
and the general solution is given by:
Ht Ht
Note that there is many special cases can be considered from the above general class coupled matrix differential equations; now we will discuss some important special cases in the next results.
Theorem 3.4 Let A, B, C, D, E,
are given matrix functions and
he general s are the unknown diagonal matrices olution of non-homogeneous coupled matrix differential equations: 


X t AX t B CY t D U t Y t CX t D AY t B V t X E Y F
B A t T T B A t T T B A t T T Vecd X t D C t Vecd E D C t Vecd F D C t Vecd U Vecd Y t Vecd Y t D t D C t
Using the identity (34) we can transform (62) into
From (61), this system has the following solution:
Now we will deal with
Since  , then we
e e e .
T T T T T T T T D C B A B A D C
e e e e 2 2 e e e e 2 2 
Due to (67) we have
e cosh e sinh e e sinh e cosh
T T T T T T T T B A t B A t B A D C
T T T T T T T T B A t B A D C T T t D C B A B A t B A t T T D C t D C t Vecd U t Vecd U t Vecd V t Vecd V t D C t D C t
Now substitute (68) and (69) in (65), we get (63). If we put in Theorem 3.4 we obtain the following Corollary 3.5 Let A, B, C, D, E,
are the unknown diagonal matrices. Then the general solution of homogeneous coupled matrix differential equations:
X t AX t B CY t D Y t CX t D AY t B X E Y F
X t AX t B CY t D U t Y t CX t D AY t B V t X E Y F
VecX t
If we put and 
is given by
Concluding Remarks
We have studied an explicit characterization of the mappings (11) and (12 en a solution of system exists and can be written as: 
i.e., 
Conclusio
e solution of coupled matrix linear least-sq s and coupled ma tial equations is studied and some important special cases are dis analysis indicates that solving for is efficient 
Vecd
is more efficient when the unknown matrices are diagonal. Although the algorithms are presented for non-homogeneous coupled matrix and matrix linear differential equations, be easily extended to study coupled matrix nonlinear differential equations, e.g., the coupled matrix Riccati the idea adopted can differential equations.
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